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ABSTRACT
As cloud services become a mainstream Information and Communication Technology (ICT) solution for business, consumers and governments, security and privacy issues assumes increasing significance. But on the other side of the coin, cloud services are used for criminal activities, or targeted by organized crime, then public Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) will want and need to obtain access to data held in cloud services for forensic purposes during the course of an investigation. Such forensic data may be held on systems controlled by a suspect, victim, or an innocent third party, often located in foreign jurisdictions or where the location is unknown. However, the potential for LEA can generate its own commercial security and privacy concerns for cloud users. Indeed there raises a number of technological, economic, legal, security and environmental questions. Further creating new challenges for managing cyber criminality, as cloud computing naturally becomes a new playing field for cybercriminals. Eventually, these groups and individuals see in the cloud opportunities for the automation of cybercrimes, optimized spreading of malware, or the hijacking of data and programmes belonging to cloud clients. Thus, standing at the point of multifarious concerns at hand, the cyber investigation in cloud computing is an area of greater concern, as technological need of man is unending. Functionality of Law Enforcement Agencies paves way for myriads of forensic challenges and the matter to be analysed. The discovery and acquisition of evidence in remote, elastic, provider controlled cloud computing platforms differ from that in traditional digital forensics, and examines lack of appropriate tools for these tasks.
INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing technology is a rapidly growing field of study, which relies on the sharing computer resources rather than having local servers or personal devices to handle applications. Most of the growth in this field is due to transfer of the traditional model of IT services to a novel model of cloud and the ease of access to electronic and digital devices. The internet has travelled from the concept of parallel computing to distributed computing, grid and recently to cloud computing. Cloud computing has become one of the most controversial issues in information technology field that cause to shift many organizations towards transferring their data to the cloud as it presents many promising technical and economic benefits.¹

Recent interest in cloud computing has been driven by new offerings that are attractive due to peruse pricing and elastic scalability, providing a significant advantage over the typical acquisition and deployment of equipment that was previously required. The effect has been a shift to outsourcing of not only equipment setup, but also the ongoing IT administration of the resources as well.²

Nowadays, digital devices are advancing rapidly. Data generated by these devices require an enormous amount of computational power to analyze them. The concept of cloud forensics is proposed and aims to allow an investigator to focus solely on investigation process in a cloud environment. Cloud computing posed a critical risk and challenges to digital investigators, but provides a plenty of opportunities for improving the digital forensics. Moreover, cloud service providers (CSP’s) and customers have yet to establish adequate forensic capabilities that could support investigations of criminal activities in the cloud.³ Cloud forensics is a subset of network forensics⁴ and a cloud computing is based on broad network access. Therefore, cloud forensics follows the main network forensics with techniques tailored to cloud computing environments.⁵ To ensure service availability and cost effectiveness, Cloud Service Providers (CSP’s) maintain data centres around the world. Data stored in one data centre is replicated at multiple locations to ensure abundance and reduce the risk of failure. Also, the segregation of duties between CSP’s and customers with regard to forensic responsibilities differ according to the service models being used. Adding to it, multiple jurisdiction and multi tenancy are the default settings for cloud forensics, creating additional legal challenges. Further sophisticated interactions between CSP’s and customers, resource sharing by multiple tenants and
collaboration between international law and enforcement agencies are required in most cloud forensics investigations.

DEFINING CLOUD COMPUTING – THE NEW VIRTUAL REGIME

In the last one to two decades, computing applications have increasingly used applications that are not on the user’s computer but that are located somewhere with application services providers, which offer services via the Internet. Increasingly, these providers do not merely store data on a local server, but in a distributed way across several servers or server parks. At some point, this model was termed cloud computing, in which the term cloud is based on the custom, in pictures of computing models, of using a cloud to graphically represent the network in which data processing takes place. Cloud computing to put it simply means Internet Computing. The internet is commonly visualized as clouds; hence the term cloud computing for computation done through the Internet. Although the model of remote and distributed services is not new, the combination of characteristics of present-day cloud computing causes new challenges in many fields. The special combination of characteristics is captured in the US standardisation institute NIST’s definition of cloud computing as

“a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”

In simpler terms, cloud computing can be described as ‘a way of delivering computing resources as a utility service via a network, typically the Internet, scalable up and down according to user requirements.’

Cloud Based Applications

The various typical cloud-based applications include the following services which are available at myriad platforms:
A. Cloud e-mail service:

There are thousands if not millions of companies that provide separately branded cloud-based email services. There is currently a very low barrier to entry for this market because web-based email is now available as an open source platform, which means that the core software to run an enterprise class web mail server can be obtained for no cost. The popular ones include Gmail, Hotmail, Lycos Mail, AOL, Rediff Mail, etc. This is often done as a complement to the storage of the same email in the cloud. With so many offerings available, users can sign up for multiple email accounts from any email service around the world. Therefore regulations (such as those in Europe) that require data be stored within certain geographical boundaries are not practically enforceable. For example, even if a large cloud based email provider, such as Hotmail, Gmail, or AOL, were to comply by hosting some of its servers in a given country, there is simply no way to impose such a requirement on the thousands of other cloud based email providers. In other words, there is no effective way to require, across the board, that all the world’s cloud services store their data in any given country, that is not the way that the architecture of the Internet was developed, and it is not the way that email and other cloud based services work.

B. Cloud based business and personal organizational tools:

Thousands of cloud-based opportunities are available in order to help individuals and businesses aggregate their use of the web, to make business plans, to make vacation plans, parties, weddings etc. For example, Evernote is a service that allows users to capture anything, remember everything and access anywhere. This service aggregates information from users and businesses, including photos, plane tickets, notes, research and other materials, all on Evernote’s servers. Finally, there are several more excellent cloud-based collaboration suites that offer the opportunity for companies to share their most important data with each other and with customers, such as Huddle, with virtual opportunities for file sharing, discussion boards, work spaces and other collaborative tools. If it appears that the lines are blurred between cloud-based services as those described above and the Internet itself that’s because there are no lines. The “Web 2.0” services that empower people to compute from any device, anywhere, and to interact with any business and with each other bring tremendous value to businesses and individuals.
C. Social networking, photos, and storage:

Social networking is big business. Recent market valuations of the well-known site Facebook have cited the value of the upcoming IPO as high as $100 Billion. The rationale for this valuation is not just based on consumer usage it’s the vast amount of information contained within the Facebook cloud and the value that businesses and users place on it. The most valuable family photos are no longer stored away in an album or shoe box, they are in the cloud, stored on sites such as Picasa, Flickr, Apple’s iCloud and many other locations. In addition to the value-added services, there are a number of services that offer hard drive replacement in the cloud, for example, Dropbox, Jungle Disk, Amazon S3, Egnyte, and many others.

D. Banking and money management:

Most banking happens in the cloud. Almost all banks offer users the opportunity to complete online payment transfers, pay bills, purchase and sell stocks, and other activities and in many cases, it has completely replaced the need to either visit a physical bank branch or to keep paper based transactions in many countries, there simply isn’t a need to maintain paper banking records at all. Additionally, there are several suites of cloud-based services that help individuals and businesses manage their money, in a trend that has been called Banking 2.0. Cloud-based banking products include Quicken, Mint, Wesabe, Geezeo, Xero and others. Many of these suites either integrate data with or share data in some way with other cloud-based suites that can help with tax preparation and filing, such as TurboTax. In sum, the banking and financial ecosystem has completely moved to the cloud, such that individuals and businesses can practically maintain all of their record’s daily transactions, financial planning, taxes, stock trades all via the cloud.

E. Office software tools:

Companies such as Google offer a broad base of business productivity tools and office software replacements in the cloud. Google Apps, for example, is an enterprise-ready suite of applications that includes Gmail, Google Calendar, Google Docs and Spreadsheets, Google Sites and Google Video. These web-based services can be securely accessed from any browser, work on mobile devices such as BlackBerry and iPhone, and integrate with other popular email systems such as Microsoft Outlook, Apple Mail, and more.
F. E-commerce:

The cloud can enable businesses to set up a completely virtual business presence without the need for any infrastructure. Amazon and eBay offer virtual store fronts that enable cloud-based presentation, advertising, search, and payment processing and delivery. Products such as Google Apps have powered companies such as Open Entry, which offers free e-commerce catalogs to artisans and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) worldwide that includes catalogs managed by Google spreadsheets, images stored on Picasa Web Albums and payments by Google Checkout.xxxiii

The Cloud Computing Entities:

The three-layer models of cloud computing entities include a client, a cloud service provider, a cloud host company.

A Client is an entity that uses the service from the provider to solve their business computing problems. It can be considered as an end user. The Consumer access the provider’s service, either through the APIxxxiv or Internet Connection. A cloud consumer is charged on the basis of usage according to Pay per use Model.

A Provider is usually a third party that makes services available for a customer. A cloud service provider working as a bridge between the end user and the cloud Host Company. It maintains the required infrastructure and capabilities to deliver service to the customer. The capabilities vary based on the type of cloud service the provider delivers.

A Cloud Host Company is an intermediary that works on the behalf of Cloud consumers to deal with the provider. It helps the consumer to architect the right system on a cloud provider, and assists in all activities of a provider and consumer.xxxv
“Out of intense complexities intense simplicities emerge”, as said by Winston Churchill, indeed the evolution of cyber space in which the development phase witnessed the switch over from in house generated computing power into utility supplied computing resources delivered over the Internet as Web services, marked in path breaking transformation. In 1961, John Mc Carthy presented the idea of computing as a utility much like electricity. Another pioneer who later developed the basis for the ARPANET, the Department of Defense’s Advanced Research Projects Agency Network, and precursor to the Internet, was J.C.R.Licklider. In the 1960s, Licklider promulgated ideas of both ARPANET and BBN Technologies, the high technology research and development company, that envisioned networked computers at a time when punched card, batch computing were dominant.

With the rapid evolution of technological advancement, the multi infrastructure companies and other entities are timely responding with creative business models and exciting ways to reach markets. But major technological switch over and with the influx of information the platforms of businesses entities are facing new revolution: “The Cloud”.

**Phases of Cloud Computing Evolution:**

The evolution of Cloud can be analyzed in three phases:
Fig 1(ii) Evolution of Computing

Phase I of the evolution is the Mainframe computing, in the beginning days, the companies powered their information infrastructure from a mainframe. In one physical location (i.e., a building or an office), this large, powerful computer stored data and ran all the software applications. While it was relatively easy to support multiple applications through one mainframe, maintaining such a large piece of hardware was expensive and inefficient. There existed only few options available to companies that wanted to automate their business. The first being that each company to own their own mainframe environment. But the maintenance of this environment, however, proved as significant of a challenge as maintaining the application itself either it be hardware or software had to be maintained, draining company resources in terms of physical space, staffing, power, cooling, etc. Additionally, as the mainframe grew in functionally and in size, a company might need to hire an entire staff specifically to manage mainframes. Today, as technologies have evolved away from this architecture, there is a lack of expertise in this area. The second option being to rent server/storage space from a third-party vendor and use their larger mainframe to run applications. The unscalable and inflexible nature of the mainframe due to cost limitations associated with hardware, however, negated any potential cost benefits.

Phase II of the evolution is Distributed computing, in this phase as more people wanted access to more powerful applications, mainframe computing became less effective. The next solution for businesses was to replace the mainframe with multiple cheaper computers, each with enough computing power to store data and run applications. In a sense, this computing solution was easier to manage whereas one bug within the mainframe could down every computer relying on it, each cheaper computer ran independently. However, there existed ambiguity in this phase also, as the independence meant that computers didn’t coordinate each other. Data
sharing was difficult and any resources saved were negated because each computer had to be changed or fixed or updated individually.

Phase III is the Cloud computing, and in this phase out throwing the shortcomings persisted there emerged the third phase i.e., cloud computing era. As a very general definition, the cloud is a shared network of computers through which people and companies store data and run software. As its core, the cloud is data centre, a physical building with hardware and software running on that hardware, connected by pipes and routing to many, many computers. CSP’s, who manage and maintain these networks, offer services rather than products in that clients are allowed to access and use the cloud, but they do not own any part of it and there is no software or hardware installation.

Thus, the mainframe computing offered for a centralized management, as all the data and applications were centered in the mainframe. However, mainframes and their maintenance were extremely expensive that only large, well established companies could afford mainframe computing. Whereas in the case of distributed computing, companies could buy cheaper, individual computers rather than paying for an expensive mainframe. This made computing scalable and thus more accessible to smaller companies. However, distributed computing still wasn’t an ideal computing solution because without a way to centrally manage all the computers, it was too difficult to support. Hence, the advent of cloud computing offered the central management and coordination of mainframe computing with the affordability and scalability of distributed computing. It is therefore ideal computing solution for both large and small companies.

The whole idea of computing refers to fully virtualized model in which different useful functions are being delivered while hiding how their internal works. In reality the convergence of various advances lead to the advent of cloud computing.

**ANALYZING THE DIFFERENT CONCEPTS IN RELATION TO CLOUD COMPUTING – A NEW VIRTUAL REGIME**

In reality, there is nothing new in any of the technologies that are used in the cloud computing where most of these technologies have been known for ages. It is all about making them all
available to the masses under the name cloud computing. Cloud is not simply the latest term for the internet, though the Internet is a necessary foundation for the cloud, the cloud is something more than the Internet. The cloud is where you go to use technology when you need it, for as long as you need it neither you install anything on your desktop, and you do not pay for the technology when you are not using it.

The cloud can be both software and infrastructure, it can be an application you access through the web or a server like Gmail and it can be also an IT infrastructure that can be used as per user’s request. Whether a service is hardware or software, the following is a simple test to determine whether that service is a cloud service: If you can walk into any place and sit down at any computer without preference for operating system for browser and access a service, that service is cloud-based. Generally, there are three measures used to decide whether a particular service is a cloud service or not:

a. The service is accessible via a web browser or web services API.

b. Zero capital expenditure is necessary to get started.

c. You pay only for what you use.

The basic idea behind the cloud computing is that the users of the cloud switch to computing practices on the cloud provider’s machines in the cloud and thereby utilizing software that the user rents, instead of using their own hardware and software that they own. And thus, the data inputted by the user is processed by the cloud service provider according to the instructions of the user, and the output is then delivered back to the user. Therefore, the service thus satisfies computing and storage needs from a virtually unlimited hardware and communication infrastructure, which is managed by a third-party provider.

Analysing further basic characteristics of cloud computing as enunciated by NIST, Cloud computing features the five essential characteristics:

i. On demand self-service: Makes it viable for a consumer to automatically access the services without human interaction with each service provider

ii. Broad network access: Since access is available over the network, it can be accessed through client platforms like mobile phone, tablets, laptops, and workstations.

iii. Resource Pooling: Since the cloud provider’s resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers, it requires a dynamic assignment and reassignment of the different physical and virtual resources according to consumer demand.
iv. Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.

v. Measured service: Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resources use by leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service. Resource usage can be motivated, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service.

There are different deployment model and the service models which is being made available by the cloud service providers.

The deployments incorporated are as follows:

a. Private cloud: The cloud infrastructure is operated solely for a single organization by a third-party organization, the organization itself or a combination of them, on or off premises.

b. Community cloud: The cloud is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from organization that have shared concerns.

c. Public cloud: The cloud is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may be owned, managed, and operated by a business or government organization, or some combination of them. It exists on the premises of the cloud provider.

d. Hybrid cloud: The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct clouds that remain separate entities, but become bound together by standardized technology that enables portability of data and application.

The service models included are as follows:

a. Software as a Service (SaaS): The consumer is allowed to use the provider’s applications while running operations on the cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices. The cloud provider typically is responsible for both physical and logical security. SaaS is the top layer of the cloud, and it provides users with fully functioning applications that rest entirely on a cloud. Google Docs is an example of a SaaS.
b. Platform as a Service (PaaS): The cloud provider will supply the user with computing and network resources and the licenses to use the available software tools necessary for the user to develop applications using programming language, libraries, services and tools that are supported by the provider. The user is responsible for the application that is created and deployed in this environment. PaaS thus offers an environment where developers create and host web applications. Google App Engine is an example of a PaaS.

c. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The cloud provider rents computing and network resources to the user and will only assume responsibility for the physical security of the environment and the availability of the infrastructure (electricity, network connectivity and server availability). It is the user’s responsibility to implement appropriate application and database security mechanisms as well as security and regulatory compliance associated with them, since he will have complete control over applications, and thus represent the bottom layer of the cloud. Amazon web services mainly offers IaaS

Therefore, cloud computing technologies have significant potential to revolutionize the way organizations provision their information technology infrastructure. Migrating to cloud computing involves replacing much of the traditional IT hardware found in an organization’s
DEFINING CLOUD FORENSICS

NIST defines digital forensics as an applied science for “the identification, collection, examination, and analysis of data while preserving the integrity of the information and maintaining a strict chain of custody for the data”. Cloud computing forensic science is the application of scientific principles, technological practices and derived and proven methods to reconstruct past cloud computing events through identification, collection, organization and reporting of digital evidence. In each step there are tools and techniques available. Traditional methods and tools of forensics cannot cope up with the cloud forensics because of the fact that the retrieval of the information, the major lead of any case, is diversely located and hence difficult to reach. Cloud computing is based on extensive network access, and network forensics handles forensic investigation in private and public networks. However, cloud forensics also includes investigating file systems, process, cash, and registry history. Every data is important for the investigation. So, in the collection phase, goal is to collect as much as data which is relevant to the investigation.

EVOLUTION OF CYBER FORENSICS

There exists a need to study the evolution of cyber forensics before examining the concept of cloud forensics. In the mid 1960’s Donn Parker noticed the phenomenon that when people entered the computer center, they left their ethics at the door. On a simple note computer forensics emerged out of the need to solve, document and enable prosecution of computer crime. Further in the 1970s and 1980 relatively personal computers became common and individuals and businesses began to use them on a regular basis. Thus, subsequently law enforcement agencies noticed the emergence of a new class of crime i.e., computer related crime. The emergence of computer forensics was largely in response to a demand for service from the law. By the 1990s Law Enforcement Agencies in every technologically advanced
country were aware of computer crime, and had a system in place to investigate and to prosecute such activities. Many research centers and scientific groups were also formed, and the software industry started to offer various specialized tools to help in investigating computer crimes lvii.

For early investigators involved in computer related crimes it became immediately obvious that if their response and findings were to be of any use as court evidence they had to comply with the same rules as any other conventional investigations. The first thing every investigator has to be aware of is Locard’s exchange Principle:

“Anyone or anything entering a crime scene takes something of the scene with them, or leaves something of themselves behind with they depart” lviii

Thus, it became clear that when investigating computer related crime, the same basic rules applied as in a non-computer related crime scene investigation. The investigation process includes phases of physical scene preservation, survey and reconstruction using collected evidence, all of which is formally documented. lix

The first computer forensics training course appeared around 1989 at University of North Texas and the first International law Enforcement Conference on Computer Evidence was hosted in 1993 in Australia. With all these developments at hand, computer forensics became a unique discipline of science, and in many areas, it requires a different approach, different tools, as well as specialized education and training. The first period in computer forensics history is characterized by dealing with relatively small capacity devices and a relatively small amount of information. Thus, paving way for the emergence of a new discipline.

PHASES IN A CLOUD FORENSICS

![Fig 2 Different steps involved in Cloud Forensics](image.png)
Phase 1 is identification of crime which is to ensure that actual crime has happened. Evidences involved in crime are identified in this step.

Phase 2 is known as Collection in which tasks performed under this phase is related to the acquiring, collecting, transporting, storing and preserving of data from all possible electronic devices. In general, this phase is where all relevant data are captured, stored and be made available for the next phase.

Phase 3 is organization, which is the main and the center of the computer forensic investigation processes. It has the greatest number of phases in its group. Thus, reflecting the focus of most models reviewed are indeed on the analysis phase. Various types of analysis are performed on the acquired data to identify the source of crime and ultimately discovering the person responsible of the crime.

Phase 4 is known as Presentation, which includes the finding from analysis phase are documented and presented to the authority. Obviously, this phase is crucial as the case must not only be presented in a manner well understood by the party presented to, it must also be supported with adequate and acceptable evidence. The main output of this phase is either to prove or disprove the alleged criminal acts.

Chain of custody should clearly depict how the evidence was collected, analyzed, and preserved in order to be presented as admissible evidence in court. Chain of custody is one of the most vital issues throughout the entire process. An alleged suspect may claim that the evidence contains information of other users, not her. In this case, the investigator needs to prove to the court that the provided evidence actually belongs to the suspect. Moreover, in the cloud, we need to preserve the privacy of other tenants.

CLOUD FORENSICS, NEED FOR A SEPARATE ENTITY

Technology is a double edged sword that can be used in economic sustainability, to assist in the arrest of cyber criminals etc., and there are various tools that can assist LEAs in investigating cybercrime cases and in cybercrime evidence collection, drafting and creating
hard evidence, however the same technology may be used by cyber criminals to commit
offences worse still the forensic tools may be used by these cyber criminals to conceal their
tracks for instance a criminal may use the disk wipers to clean the hard disks rendering forensic
tools immobilized to recover evidence.\textsuperscript{lii}

There are major investigate contingents that arise the requirements for forensic techniques and
tools. The following institutional frameworks play a significant role as far this discipline is
concerned:

i. Law Enforcement – focuses on gathering evidence
ii. Organizations, Business or e-commerce - for use in keeping the business on track using
reasonably effective techniques and ensuring safe online purchasing.
iii. Academia-ensures accuracy of result driven from precise, repeatable methods.
iv. Prosecution - elaboration of the analysis in a court of law.
v. Judiciary- scrutinizing the findings against judicial standards.\textsuperscript{lxii}

Further understanding the other aspects, computer forensics is primarily concerned with the
proper acquisition, preservation and analysis of digital evidence, typically after an unauthorized
access or use has taken place. In broad terms, a forensics life cycle involves the following
phases:\textsuperscript{lxiii}

i. Preparation and identification;
ii. Collection and recording;
iii. Storing and transporting;
iv. Examination/investigation;
v. Analysis, interpretation and attribution;
vi. Reporting;
vii. Testifying.

\textit{Preparing for the evidence & identifying the evidence:}

When there exists an enormous amount of potential evidence available for a legal matter and
it is also possible that the vast majority of the evidence may never get identified. If there exist
a single computer or in case of networked environment, as in the former every sequence of
events within a single computer might cause interactions with files they produce and manage,
and log files and audit trails of various sorts and in case of latter it extends to all networked devices, potentially all over the world. Thus, definitely it’s a matter of tedious task to prepare and identify the evidence.

**Collecting and recording digital evidence:**

Digital evidence can be collected from many sources. One of the most vital aspect is that special care must be taken when handling computer evidence as most digital evidence is easily changed, and once changed it is usually impossible to detect that a change has taken place unless other measures have been taken. For this reason, it is common practice to calculate a cryptographic hash of an evidence file and to record that hash elsewhere, usually in an investigator’s notebook, so that one can establish at a later point in time that the evidence has not been modified as the hash was calculated.

**Storing and transporting digital evidence:**

In storage, digital media must be properly maintained for the period of time required for the purposes of trial. Depending on the particular media, this may involve any number of requirements ranging from temperature and humidity controls to the need to supply additional power or to read media. Storage must be adequately secure to assure proper chain of custody, and typically, for evidence areas containing large volumes of evidence, paperwork associated with all actions related to the evidence areas containing large volumes of evidence, paperwork associated with all actions related to the evidence must be kept to assure that evidence does not go anywhere without being properly traced.

Evidence is often copied and sent electronically, on compact disks or on other media, from place to place. Original copies are normally kept in secure location to act as the original evidence that is introduced into the legal proceedings. Therefore, adequate care must be taken in transportation to prevent spoliation as well.

**Examining or investigating digital evidence:**

As a general rule one should not examine digital evidence unless one has the legal authority to do so. For the purpose of digital evidence examination, “imaging of electronic media” becomes necessary. During imaging, a write protection device or application is normally used to ensure that no information is introduced onto the evidentiary media during the forensic
process. At critical points throughout the analysis, the media is verified again, known as “hashing”, to ensure that the evidence is still in its original state.\textsuperscript{lxviii}

**Analysis, interpretation \& attribution:**

Analysis, interpretation and attribution of evidence are the most difficult aspects encountered in most forensics analysis. In the digital forensics arena, there are usually only a finite number of possible event sequences that could have produced evidence. However, the actual number of possible sequences may be almost unfathomably large. In essence, almost any execution of an instruction by the computing environment containing or generating the evidence may have an impact on the evidence. Basically, all digital evidence must be analyzed to determine the type of information that is stored upon it.

**Reporting:**

Once the analysis is complete, a report is generated. The report may be in a written form or an oral testimony or it may be a combination of the two. Finally, evidence, analysis, interpretation and attributions must ultimately be presented in the form of expert reports, depositions and testimony. The following are the broad elements of the report:

a. Identifying of the reporting agency;
b. Case identifier or submission number;
c. Case investigator;
d. Identity of the submitter;
e. Date of receipt;
f. Date of report;
g. Descriptive list of items submitted for examination, including serial number, make and model;
h. Identity and signature of the examiner
i. Brief description of steps taken during examination, such as string searches, graphics image searches and recovery erased files
j. Results or conclusions.\textsuperscript{lxix}
Testifying:

This phase involves presentation and cross examination of expert witnesses. Depending on the country and legal frameworks in which a cybercrime is registered, certain standards may apply with regard to the issues of expert witnesses. Digital forensics evidence is normally introduced by expert witnesses except in cases where non-experts can bring clarity to non-scientific issues.

Thus, the chain of evidence and accuracy of digital evidence is very important in cyber forensics investigation. Therefore, experienced human investigators can often analyze crime trends precisely, but as the incidence and complexity of crime increase, human errors occur, analysis time increases and criminals have more time to destroy evidence and escape arrest. By increasing efficiency and reducing errors, crime data mining techniques can facilitate police and enable investigators to allocate their time to other valuable tasks.

Further as cloud services become a mainstream Information and Communication Technology (ICT) solution for business, consumers, and governments, security and privacy issues assume increasing significance. To the extent that cloud services are used for criminal activities, or targeted by organized crime, then public LEAs will want and need to obtain access to data held in cloud services for forensic purposes during the course of investigation. Such forensic data may be held on systems controlled by a suspect, victim, or an innocent third party, often located in foreign jurisdictions or where the location is unknown.

As in the technical issue it encompasses the procedure and tools that are needed to perform the forensic process in the cloud computing environment which includes data collection, evidence segregation, virtualized environment and proactive measures. As with respect to organizational level, in a cloud computing environment involves at least two entities: the CSP and the cloud customer. Further, the scope of the investigation widens when a CSP outsources services to other parties, thus adding to the existing challenges. The major element involved is the legal dimension of cloud forensics as it requires development of regulations and agreements to ensure that forensic activities do not breach laws and regulations in the jurisdictions where the data resides. In addition, with respect to the confidentiality of other tenants that share the same infrastructure should be preserved. Thus, in cloud environment, the law enforcement agencies face challenges with respect to forensic data collection, live forensics, evidence segregation,
virtualized environments, internal staffing, external dependency chains, service legal agreements, multiple jurisdictions and tenancy.

**VARIOUS REALWORLD CASES:**

**Malware Injection:**

On June 2011, the cyber criminals from Brazil who first launched their attacks as spam or phishing campaigns, where users were sent spoofed emails with links that look them to one of the malicious domains, created some major problems in Amazon Web Services. The attackers installed a variety of malicious files on the victim’s machines. Additional components that were downloaded during the attack attempted to retrieve login information from a list of nine Brazilian banks and two other international banks, steal digital certificates from eTokens stored on the machine, and collected unique data about the PC itself on the machine, and collect unique data about the PC itself that is used by some banks as part of an authentication routine.

**Social Engineering Attack:**

A social engineering attack is an intrusion that relies heavily on human interaction and often tricks other people to break normal security procedures. It can happen in cloud computing. In August 2012, hackers used a social engineering attack to completely destroy technical writer Mat Honan’s digital life by remotely deleting the information from his iPad, MacBook and iPod.

**Account Hijacking:**

In July 2012, Dropbox, the cloud storage service, confirmed that hackers used usernames and passwords stolen from third-party sites to access Dropbox’s account. It was altered after users complained about spam, they were receiving to email address used only for the Dropbox accounts. One stolen password was used to access an employee account that contains a file that included user email addressed. The company believed users who use the same password on multiple websites make it easier for hackers to access their accounts on other websites.
Traffic Flooding:

In May 2011, LastPass, a cloud-based password storage and management company, announced a possible successful hack against its servers. There were no reports of any data leakage, but the company insisted that customer’s take a few measures to ensure that their information is safe. Security experts discovered unusual behavior in the database servers that had more traffic going out compared to incoming data. The company presumed this was hacking activity related to siphoning stored login credentials and other sensitive user data. Master passwords, the passwords that protect lists of passwords to access other websites and online services in the cloud, were immediately changes protect customers from possible data leakage.

CONCLUSION

In the present scenario, indeed the whole advent of cloud computing is pushing the frontiers of digital forensics and certainly the realization for the law enforcement authorities for switching to more sophisticated technologies for facing the new-fangled challenges. The distinctive challenges which are just unique for cloud forensics includes data replication, location transparency, multi tenants, collection of trustworthy evidences etc. Are undeniably alerting the institutional frameworks to advance the efficacy and speed of forensic investigations.

With the increase in the momentum of switch over to new and advanced technologies, so do crimes. But on other side of the story, development of law lags and is not able to be in pace with technological advancements. Its high time law should intentionally address the contemporary problem at hand while retaining flexibility to adapt as technology evolves. Cloud services are so frequently hosted in other jurisdictions or other nations, that discovery, investigations and forensics may actually be obstructed more effectively. Without robust and enforceable memoranda of understanding (MOU) for law enforcement cooperation, it will become difficult to discover or forensically investigate any files stored outside the nation of litigation. Thus, it has reached its pinnacle to be in pace with the changing needs of the hour.
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